
Apex UT ’24 Composite 
 
Family Tagline: Held To The Highest Standard 
 
Product One-Liner: Pure Power with Complete Control 
 

Product Intro 
 
The best players in the world hold themselves and their equipment to the highest standard. And 
it’s the me:culous a<en:on to detail that separates the elite from average. We’ve worked 
relentlessly with the best players in the world to revolu:onize every detail of the new Apex Pro 
Series to enhance their game…and yours.  
 
 
The new Apex UT’24 iron is designed to provide be<er players a powerful, yet versa:le op:on 
off the tee when precision is paramount. The 455 forged face cup is engineered to provide 
excep:onal distance while a revolu:onary mul:-material forged construc:on paired with our 
patented urethane microspheres delivers unmatched feel. 
 
 
 

Features & Benefits 
 
Advanced Forged Performance and Powerful Precision 
The Forged 455 face cup provides excep:onal distance, making the Apex UT’24 iron an 
incredibly powerful and workable op:on off the tee. 
    
Dynamic Sole Design for Enhanced Turf InteracKon 
The new Apex UT ’24 irons feature a Dynamic Sole Design with a pre-worn leading edge to cut 
through the turf more efficiently and trailing edge relief to ensure a clean exit. The result is an 
iron sole that maintains speed through the turf and promotes consistent contact on all shots. 
The new Apex U:lity iron is a more compact shape than its predecessor with a slightly shallower 
face to promote a higher launch. 
 
Endless Combo Set PossibiliKes 
The Apex UT ‘24 irons are the perfect complement to the other Pro Series models. Whether 
you’re looking for a driving iron or a long iron replacement, the Apex UT’ 24 irons are designed 
to seamlessly blend with the other Pro Series models to meet a player’s specific needs. All Pro 
Series irons feature the same MIM back weight to give fi<ers more control to dial in swing 
weight. 
 


